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Judge a Book by How it Looks

•Visual

•Technical

•Content

•Style

Get a 
physical 

proof 
copy!



Exterior

• Professional

• Cover art relates to the genre



Cover Fonts

• Easy to Read

• Relate to your genre



Cover Fonts

• Large enough 
for a thumbnail 
view on 
Amazon

(like an icon)



Exterior

• Spine has title (matching font) and author’s name



Back Cover

• Blurb is catchy and captures essence of 
the story

• Text is readable and not overwhelming

• Bios can be on back or inside



Back Cover

• NF: What problem are you solving?

• NF: Bullets (odd numbers)

• Endorsements/reviewers aren’t required, 
but helpful



Interior

• Font is serif and large enough to read with ease



Interior

• Space between lines (leading) is sufficient

The ladies cleared their trays and bundled up for the walk back
to the multipurpose room.

“I’m glad we don’t have to go far to our rooms,” Carol
commented.

Aury listened to the ladies chatter on the walk back, content
to be absorbing their quilting knowledge any way she could.
She was awed by the collective wisdom in their small group.

The women shed their sweaters and jackets and settled back
into their places. Some put on their headphones, while others
continued to talk about various people they knew.

“There is no way Fred is going to be able to fix that roof,”
Debbie was saying. “He thinks he’s God’s gift to carpentry, but
he doesn’t have it in him.”

“Let him try,” Pat said. “What’ll it cost you? He’ll be outside
enjoying himself, and you can hide in your sewing room. If it
doesn’t work, I have the number of a handyman.”

“I’ll bet you do.” Debbie gave an exaggerated wink.
Pat gave her a sour look and spoke to Aury. “Are you going to

get anything done today?”
“No, I think I’ll continue on my useless path of existence,” Aury

replied, clicking on her sewing machine. Ignoring the snort of
laughter from Pat, Aury started lining up the strips she had cut
before lunch, organizing the colors into the range she would use
to assemble her rose cathedral window. This was supposed to
be a project for her and her grandmother together. She wasn’t
sure she was up for the challenge alone.

The ladies cleared their trays and bundled up for the walk back to the

multipurpose room.

“I’m glad we don’t have to go far to our rooms,” Carol commented.

Aury listened to the ladies chatter on the walk back, content to be

absorbing their quilting knowledge any way she could. She was awed by

the collective wisdom in their small group.

The women shed their sweaters and jackets and settled back into their

places. Some put on their headphones, while others continued to talk

about various people they knew.

“There is no way Fred is going to be able to fix that roof,” Debbie

was saying. “He thinks he’s God’s gift to carpentry, but he doesn’t have

it in him.”

“Let him try,” Pat said. “What’ll it cost you? He’ll be outside enjoying

himself, and you can hide in your sewing room. If it doesn’t work, I

have the number of a handyman.”

“I’ll bet you do.” Debbie gave an exaggerated wink.



Blocked or Justified
The ladies cleared their trays and bundled up for the walk back to the

multipurpose room.

“I’m glad we don’t have to go far to our rooms,” Carol commented.

Aury listened to the ladies chatter on the walk back, content to be

absorbing their quilting knowledge any way she could. She was awed by

the collective wisdom in their small group.

The women shed their sweaters and jackets and settled back into their

places. Some put on their headphones, while others continued to talk

about various people they knew.

“There is no way Fred is going to be able to fix that roof,” Debbie

was saying. “He thinks he’s God’s gift to carpentry, but he doesn’t have

it in him.”

“Let him try,” Pat said. “What’ll it cost you? He’ll be outside enjoying

himself, and you can hide in your sewing room. If it doesn’t work, I

have the number of a handyman.”

“I’ll bet you do.” Debbie gave an exaggerated wink.

Ragged
The ladies cleared their trays and bundled up for the walk back to the 

multipurpose room.

“I’m glad we don’t have to go far to our rooms,” Carol 

commented.

Aury listened to the ladies chatter on the walk back, content to be 

absorbing their quilting knowledge any way she could. She was awed 

by the collective wisdom in their small group.

The women shed their sweaters and jackets and settled back into 

their places. Some put on their headphones, while others continued to 

talk about various people they knew.

“There is no way Fred is going to be able to fix that roof,” Debbie 

was saying. “He thinks he’s God’s gift to carpentry, but he doesn’t 

have it in him.”

“Let him try,” Pat said. “What’ll it cost you? He’ll be outside 

enjoying himself, and you can hide in your sewing room. If  it doesn’t 

work, I have the number of  a handyman.”

“I’ll bet you do.” Debbie gave an exaggerated wink.

• Paragraphs are blocked (not ragged on the right side) AND without large gaps 

between words 

Interior



Interior

• Outside margins allow space to hold the book without covering up words with your 

thumbs (approx. 0.75 - 1”)

• Inside margins allow you to read words in the gutter without prying the book further 

open (approx. 1”)

• ONLY chapter one must start on right side

• Picture books may start on a spread

• Picture books do NOT have to have page numbers



• Chapter numbers/titles are 

placed consistently, and there 

are no headers on that page 

• First paragraph in each chapter 

is flush left (not indented)

• Subsequent paragraphs are 

indented with no space 

between paragraphs for fiction 

books

• Page numbers appear in the 

middle or on the outside margin 

of each page

Interior



• Nonfiction can be 
formatted like fiction

OR

• No indents with a 
space between 
paragraphs 

Interior

NOT BOTH!



Interior

• Odd numbered pages are always on the right side

• Blank pages do not have page numbers on them 

• Length of chapters are approximately the same or intentionally otherwise

• Table of Contents must be included for nonfiction but is not mandatory for 

fiction

• Fiction chapter titles don’t need to be named



Photographs or Graphs

• Clean

• Clear 

• Captioned

• Added Value

• Copyright required

Step-grandfather Charles Moses Satchell 

(August 21, 1884–August 3, 1955)



eBook Interior Differences

• No page numbers

• No blank pages 

• Remove hard page breaks, except at chapters

• Chapter numbers/titles are consistent—don’t need to be as far down 

the page

• Table of Contents linked to chapter headings and vice versa

• Text must be reflowable

• Pictures “in line with text” (not wrapped)

• “Front” matter can be in back



Part 2 Coming Soon
•Visual

•Technical

•Content

•Style
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